
Hotel Bankov**** Kosice 

 The oldest hotel in Slovakia 

 Only 4 km to city center 

 Charming atmosphere 

 Style & comfort 

 3rd best restaurant in Kosice region 

 Summer terrace with Trattoria 

 Wellness 

 Free parking 

 Free wifi 

 Free taxi 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 Kotel Bankov is elegant 4* hotel with a charming atmosphere and style, in the 
bosom of nature, only 4 km from the city center of Kosice  

 Hotel impresses visitors with its 145-years tradition, which makes it the oldest existing 
hotel in Slovakia. 

 We offers you convenience, comfort and excellent atmosphere in 29 room of 
different categories  

 In 2008, there was extension of the second floor, where there are beautiful rooms 
with skylights and luxury wooden furniture  

 17 Comfort room 

 8 Superior room 

 4 De luxe room 
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 Quiet rooms overlooking 
the green  

 Direct telephone line  

 Internet  

 LCD TV  

 Safe  

 Mini-bar  

 Modern bathroom with 
tub and spacious shower 
and toilet  

 Hotel toiletries  

 Hair dryer  

 Free Internet  
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 Beautiful room with 
skylights  

 Direct telephone line 

 internet  

 LCD TV  

 Safe  

 Mini-bar  

 Modern bathroom with 
tub and spacious shower 
and toilet  

 Hotel toiletries  

 Slippers, bathrobe  

 Hair dryer  

 Free Internet  
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 Beautiful room with 
skylights  

 Direct telephone line  

 Internet  

 LCD TV  

 Safe  

 Mini-bar  

 Modern bathroom with 

tub and spacious 
shower and toilet  

 Hotel toiletries  

 Slippers, bathrobe  

 Hair dryer  

 Free Internet  
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 Stylish furnished historic 

rooms  

 A wide range of Slovak 

and international cuisine as 

well as a wide range of 

quality wines 

 We recommend you to 

enjoy a cup of coffee with 

home-made cakes taste  

 Capacity: 80 people  
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 Magic atmosphere, stylish 
decor and a selection of fine 

cognacs and cigars gives you a 

feeling of luxury and comfort 

 

 Cigar & Cognac Lounge is also 
available for a private bookings, 

depends to availability and is 

an ideal place to relax with 

friends, colleagues or business 

partners.  
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 Indoor swimming pool, 

which is during the 

summer months 

connected with an open 

summer terrace  

 Finnish and infrared sauna  

 Massage  

 Relaxation zone  

 Bar  
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 Open during the summer 

months 

  A pleasant shade of the 

surrounding forest 

 Lets enjoy natural rural style 

and magical atmosphere 

of summer evenings 

 Enjoy traditional dishes with 

fresh ingredients, summer 

salads and refreshing drinks 

 Dont missing light Italian 

wines by tones of romantic 

evergreens that conjure 

the right Tuscany 

atmosphere 

 Discover a little piece of 

Italy at Hotel Bankov in 

Kosice 

 Playground 
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 Right in the city park in 

Bankov there are many 

hiking and cycling trails 

 within 5 min. by walk you will 

find yourself in a beautiful 

park 

  This place is ideal for an 

afternoon picnic or an 

evening barbecue  

 Golf Club Alpinka (9 holes) - 

distance of 4 km 

 Ski Jahodná - distance 8 km, 

ski runs of different types of 

difficulty 
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 Only 4 km from the Hotel Bankov  

 9 - hole golf course  
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 Ski Kavečany  

 Located 10 minutes (6 km) from 

Kosice Ski runs: 5 tracks - total 

length of 3 km, 8 lifts, capacity 

7,432 persons Day and night 

skiing, snow technical Cross-

country skiing: 4 routes - 2 km, 3 

km, 4 km and 5 km - 14 km along  

 Ski Jahodná  

 Located 8 km from the Hotel 

Bankov Ski slopes: 650 m working 

length two ski lifts with a total 

capacity of 1200 people / hour., 

Ďalej250 m long ski lift for 

beginners and two 150 meter 

rope tows for children - available 

free of charge  
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Hotel Bankov**** 

Dolný Bankov 2 

Košice 040 01 

 

Tel. 00421 55 63 245 22 – 4 

+421 905 470 123 

fax: +421 55 63 245 40 

e-mail: uvegesova@hotelbankov.sk 

 

GPS: N 48° 44' 50" E 21° 12' 28" 

 

 

          

 
 

      


